
Common Mistakes in Philosophy Papers

This document is simply a list of errors that students tend to make while writing philosophy papers. Learn
from the past mistakes of others and be on the look out for these common errors!

Subjective vs Controversial - There are many claims which are subjective, such as claims about what
tastes good. If I think that lima beans taste good, and you think they taste awful, we do not have a
dispute about the objective nature of the world. A disagreement is subjective if there is no fact(s) which
could settle the disagreement. An argument, on the other hand, is controversial if people dispute the actual
answer. It is controversial whether or not abortion is morally permissible, but that does not entail that
it is merely subjective. It might instead be the case that the answer is really hard to figure out, and so
we have not yet settled the matter. Indeed, establishing that a claim is subjective requires an argument
(that there is no fact(s) which could be used to determine its truth)! If you are tempted to write that a
claim is “merely someone’s opinion” be prepared to defend the assumption that the claim is also subjective!
Otherwise, focus on the arguments for the opinion and whether they suffice to establish that it is in fact true.

Strawman - Think about a scarecrow - what is its purpose? It is designed to frighten birds away by looking
like a person, even though on close inspection, it does not look anything like a real human being. A strawman
argument works in the same way. It is a reconstruction of an argument that looks sort of like the original, but
on closer inspection, is really much weaker. This error arises when you attribute to your opponent a much
weaker argument than the one they are actually making, making it much easier to criticize the argument. If
you conclude that some thinker is an idiot, this is a clue to re-examine your analysis of their argument. You
should always apply the principle of charity to opposing arguments, which states that you should present
the strongest possible version of their argument.

Flowery Language and Thesaurus-abuse - Poetic language has an important role to play in human
writing. It has artistic value and can be very convincing. It can also get in the way of philosophical ar-
guments if you are not careful! If you start your paper “since the dawn of time, philosophers have argued
whether...” you should ask yourself two questions. Is this actually true (and do I have evidence for it?), and
does it add anything to my argument? While a poetic style might seem innocuous at times, it can lead to
false claims and unclear arguments. For example, if you find yourself using an important term in your paper
to express a particular idea, stick with that term. If you use a thesaurus to find similar terms in order to add
some variety, you are bound to only add confusion. Your reader will wonder if the two terms really express
the same idea, or if you are trying to introduce a new distinction. This is not to say that you cannot strive
to make your writing lively and enjoyable, but take care not to let your means of expression obscure what
you are trying to express.

Empirical Claims - Different claims require different types of justification. If I find a result in formal logic,
I do not need to look to the world in order to show that it is true. I can simply provide the proof. This is an
example of a priori justification, it is something which follows from reason alone. Take care, however, not
to provide a priori justifications for empirical claims. An empirical claim depends on the way the world is,
and therefore, you need to provide evidence about the way the world is! This includes describing what is the
case, but also making predictions about what will be the case. For example, if you are going to claim that
“legalizing drugs will lead to a smaller black market” you need to provide empirical evidence for it! Have
there been other cases where legalization of something has led to a smaller black market for that good? Is
the prediction based on economic models which are well supported by the evidence? If a claim is about the
world, then you need evidence about the world.

Use / Mention Confusion - This one is more likely to arise in courses dealing with language and the
mind, but a use / mention confusion occurs when you confuse talking about a word with using it. Consider
the sentences: “ “Boston” has six letters” and “Boston has six letters.” The first is true, you are saying
that there are six letters in the word “Boston,” while the second sentence does not make any sense. In that
case, it says that the city of Boston has six letters. What does that mean? When talking about a word
(mentioning the word), use quotation marks (e.g., “Boston”), and leave the quotations off when using a
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word. On a related point, notice the difference between quoting a source (mentioning their remarks) and
asserting what the source says (use). This is why you should never leave a quotation unexplained!

Unexplained Quotations - Building off of the remarks about the Use/Mention confusion, it is important
to always explain the quotations you use. Never let the quotation do your job for you. After all, if you quote
someone, you are merely mentioning their words! You should explain why their suggestion or argument is
right, and do so in your own words. Quotations are a useful way to connect your own views to the views
of other thinkers, and to provide evidence for certain claims (e.g., quoting an expert). They should not be
used, however, to make your case for you!
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